A statistical analysis method of figurative emotion of decision on micro-blog short text based on content correction is proposed in the Thesis. Based on emotional analysis and statistics of micro-blog short text, model of figurative method on micro-blog short text based on emotion is created when using decision and corrected by combining with content statistic model. Finally, performance advantages of the proposed algorithm on cosine similarity index are verified by experiments. Classification of the highest similarity pattern of micro-blog short text is realized, and it is corrected by using method of content model. At last, performance advantages of the proposed method on figurative statistics and analysis is verified by experiments.
Introduction
In analysis of public opinion, emotional analysis is a difficult task, and its goal is to find a corpus emotion without direct communication, which can also be called opinion mining or emotional extraction [1] [2] . Through emotional analysis of micro-blog short text, lot of useful short text [3] [4] can be obtained: for example, in e-commerce, the company can promote products through website, blog or social network. Each transaction is made online, and whenever new product short text is published, people will immediately view the short text and leave a comment to express their opinions. Therefore, the role of emotional analysis in network short text mining is becoming more and more important [5] .
Evaluation of method model based on content
Content-based approach is based on conditional statistics, and use training set to predict score of given micro-blog. Output of the model is scored within the [-5, 5] scoring range.
Micro-blog short text k t required comments should be firstly subjected to extraction of terms; the form is
In the equation, k T refers to term set extracted from micro-blog short text k t ; i w refers to the term belonging to micro-blog short text k t ; k m refers to number of terms that are extracted from micro-blog short text k t . All possible combination can be built by using micro-blog short text k t . Each combination represents a type of co-occurrence term. Based on co-occurrence term set, the combination can express a specific meaning. All combined terms can be obtained by: (1) considering all possible co-occurrence terms in k T ; (2) calculating distribution of micro-blog scoring in training set according to a given term. It is considered that each combination is a cluster. The number of possible clusters can be calculated by the following equation: , , , ,
Example 2: According to cluster set k C , list of feature vector can be obtained:
Each micro-blog short text in Z can be expressed as a vector and clustered into a corresponding cluster in k C . Micro-blog short text is assigned to a cluster, and the following conditions must be met: (1) distance from a micro-blog short text to a cluster must be the minimum distance with other micro-blog short text. (2) The distance must be less than a given threshold. The distance between micro-blog short text and cluster can be calculated based on the following equation:
Where,
k dis t δ refers to distance from micro-blog short text k t to cluster δ ; definition of k m is the same as above.
Each cluster has a cluster coefficient that can be calculated based on number of feature items for that cluster. The cluster coefficient is used to display similarity between micro-blog short text in cluster and given micro-blog short text to be analyzed. The higher the similarity among terms is, the greater the value of cluster coefficient obtained is. Therefore, the following equation is defined here to calculate cluster coefficient values:
Where, C δ refers to cluster coefficient value; k δ refers to number of feature items in a given cluster. In order to obtain best λ value in Equation (6), data set experiment is used to carry out analysis of λ value, as shown in Fig. 1 . and then gradually decreases. This coefficient is reasonable for micro-blog short text, because it has the following characteristics: (1) due to limited length of micro-blog short text, difference between cluster coefficient is not significant. (2) C δ is a non-linear function that characterizes importance of clusters by considering number of feature items in the cluster.
Example 3: Table 1 Table 2 shows the above data with respective coefficients, and then data in Table 2 is shown in histogram in Fig. 2 . According to histogram shown in Fig. 2 , it can be seen that score of micro-blog short text based on content method is -4.0
Evaluation of method model based on emotion
Method model based on emotion mode is to use emotion mode to calculate score of micro-blog short text; this method is used to calculate emotion score of each term and then construct emotion distribution model of term scoring. Decision is used to achieve classification of the highest similar pattern of micro-blog short text.
Each term in training group has a score that expresses emotion of the term, such as positive, negative, or neutral emotion. Score of the micro-blog short text is calculated by using the following two attributes: (1) probability of occurrence of other terms in micro-blog short text; (2) scores of all micro-blog short text including the term. The final score of the term is within the interval of [ 5~5] − , and according to each micro-blog short text, the following equation can be used to calculate score of the term. In initial stage, score of the term can be obtained by calculating probability ( ) P S w that is probability of the highest score of the term : refers to probability of score belonging to score for given micro-blog short text; n refers to number of terms in micro-blog short text. The above Step is repeatedly executed until scores of step i and step i -1 are less than the given threshold.
It is assumed that all micro-blog short texts show similar importance, score of term is average value of all scores, namely: [-5,5] . n refers to number of micro-blog short text that contains the term.
Comparison and analysis of experiment
Data of the above micro-blog short texts obtained is divided. Because there are privacy problems, some micro-blog short texts can not be downloaded; a total of 4927 micro-blog short texts are divided into two parts. Data set 1 includes 927 micro-blog short texts, and data set 2 includes 4000 micro-blog short texts. Data set 1, including only figurative micro-blog short text, is used to assess figurative language recognition ability. Data set 2 includes figurative and nonfigurative of two kinds of micro-blog short texts. Figurative emotion analysis of content-based micro-blog short text, figurative emotion analysis of decision and the algorithm are selected for comparison algorithm; comparison results are shown in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3 Contrast of Algorithm Based on Cosine Similarity
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According to comparison shown in Fig. 3 , it can be seen that in cosine similarity index, this algorithm is superior to the cases that figurative emotion analyses of content-based micro-blog short text and decision are selected separately. In the data set 1, for figurative language, effect on figurative emotion analysis of content-based micro-blog short text is better than that of decision; in data set 2, for mixed short text, effect on figurative emotion analysis of decision is better than that of content-based micro-blog short text. At the same time, in stability of the algorithm, this algorithm is better than the two algorithms selected; in data set 1, for figurative language, stabilization effect on figurative emotion analysis of content-based micro-blog short text is better than that of decision; in data set 2, for mixed short text, stabilization effect on figurative emotion analysis of decision is superior to that of content-based micro-blog short text.
Comparison between results of terms in data set 1 and data set 2 and actual score is shown in Fig. 4-5 . The algorithm in Literature [4] is selected. 
Conclusion
Problems to be further solved in this research are: (1) there is no nonfigurative micro-blog short text in training set. Performance of the algorithm can be improved by adding more nonfigurative micro-blog short text during learning process. (2) Here attention should only be paid to analysis of emotion mode of word (unigram model). In the next research, analysis of all pattern emotional patterns on micro-blog short text should be considered, so it is more difficult. (3) Structure of training set is still rough, and there are strong noise and disturbance, so some redundant information should be removed to improve training accuracy.
